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　　Of all the Mae West lms, the most memorable moment for me comes in the opening sequence of I’m 
No Angel (Wesley Ruggles, 1933). Before going behind the curtain, West’s character Tira utters “Suckers,” 
at the excited male audience. Seeing Tira/West looking down at the crowd of men before her and delivering 
this line, it always strikes me as a epiphanic moment because for one thing, Tira, as a character, seems 
perfectly aware of how to manipulate men, and for another, West, as an actress/woman, is acting with such 
a strong condence in the allure and power of her body. To me, this moment seems like a declaration of 
victory that Tira/West can fool men by swaying her curvy hips and making provocative comments. 
　　After a long theatrical career, West signed a contract with Paramount Pictures in 1932. She made her 
screen debut with a small yet remarkable role in Night After Night (Archie Mayo, 1932), and soon proved to 
be a star. Paramount rushed to release West’s rst starring vehicle She Done Him Wrong (Lowell Sherman) 
at the beginning of 1933. With West’s overt sex appeal and the lm’s subject matter, Paramount made male 
audience a prime target. As omas Doherty writes:
Cued by the persona of their meal ticket, Paramount began “spicing up the ads as much as the trac 
will bear with hot punch lines and still hotter art.” Screen trailers teased imaginations with silent 
scenes of Mae West and Cary Grant and the voice-over challenge, “If you can read lips, you can read 
what Mae is saying.” Exhibitors advertised it [She Done Him Wrong] as “adults only,” a sure-re lure 
for males above and below the legal age. “A man’s picture, it will restore grandpa’s boyhood and age 
the sophomores,” smirked the New York Mirror, in an accurate demographic reading. West was the 
major exception to Hollywood’s ironclad “woman rst” rule of the box oce priority. (184)
It is as though West fascinated not only the men at the circus in the lm but also men throughout the 
United States. Thanks to the marketing strategy and the well-made film itself, She Done Him Wrong 
became a record-breaking box oce success, and her next feature I’m No Angel, released later in the same 
year, followed. However, what seems particularly interesting is that West proved popularity among young 
women despite being the exception to “Hollywood’s ironclad ‘woman first’ rule.” Marybeth Hamilton 
explains:
[G]iven her burlesquian curves and ribald reputation, most had assumed she’d prove a limited stag 
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draw. On the contrary─ I’m No Angel drew such a large female audience that an Omaha theater 
owner held women-only screenings, complete with complimentary coee and rolls, so that women can 
savor West among themselves. (When I’m Bad 200)
In fact, before coming to the silver screen, West already had many female admirers. Prior to Hollywood, 
she enjoyed great success on Broadway. In another essay, Hamilton provides a detailed discussion on 
West’s play, SEX, which opened in April 1926 and became a Broadway sensation. According to Hamilton, 
contemporary theater critics condemned SEX as bald, crass pornography. Despite that, the show “drew 
massive and heavily female crowds,” and such patronage horried powerful moral traditionalists, eventually 
leading to West’s arrest on charges of public obscenity. However, West’s SEX, in which she played a tough 
prostitute heroine Margy, was not the sole attraction for female theatergoers. In the 1920s Broadway, young 
middle-class women seeking for an outlet for their revolt against prudery were its most avid patrons, and 
the producers rushed to present “sex plays” to comply with their taste (Hamilton “‘A Little Bit’” 296, 298). 
Indeed West and SEX attracted female audience, but it may be that the demand for “sex plays,” rather than 
the appeal of the actress and the play itself, brought women to the theater.
　　is account suggests that West’s popularity among women during the Broadway days may not be 
fully attributable to her own appeal, then how about her Hollywood success? Did Mae West as Margy in 
SEX and later Mae West heroines on-screen show the same characteristics? Hamilton argues that there is a 
crucial dierence in SEX, that is, “there was not the least hint of an ironic joke,” meaning that it showed “no 
suggestions, either in the script or in the West’s performance, that she was parodying a sexy woman as well 
as playing one” (“‘A Little Bit’” 302-3). Hamilton further claims the importance of West’s body image:
The heaviness of that body, clad in short and flimsy modern attire, was particularly crucial. In the 
1920s, when a boyish silhouette defined respectable sexuality, a thickest body like West’s brought 
seamy and distinctly lower-class associations to mind: above all, burlesque actresses, who were widely 
equated with prostitutes and whose overblown gures reputedly signalled an aggressive embrace of 
sensual passion. (“‘A Little Bit’” 304)
In summary, without a sense of irony or parody, in SEX, West’s body had negative connotations of “seamy 
and distinctly lower-class associations.” Yet, in 1928, West eventually succeeded in appealing to a broader 
public with her play, Diamond Lil, by “wrapp[ing] her sexual style in a veil of irony and detachment” (“‘A 
Little Bit’” 309). Diamond Lil, on which She Done Him Wrong is based, served as a bridge between “seamy” 
and “lower-class” SEX and West’s nation-wide success in Hollywood. Since what West presented on 
Broadway (especially in SEX ) greatly diers from her screen personae, her pull with female lm spectators 
requires an explanation from a dierent angle. 
　　What exactly was it, then, about Mae West on-screen that captured the hearts and minds of American 
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young women? Contemporary lm fan magazines suggest that West’s curvaceous body was a subject of 
great interest for them. My argument is that West’s popularity among female audience is closely related to 
her body image. To put it more precisely, in the midst of excessively body-conscious lm fan culture, West’s 
body image and how she beneted from it (diegetically and otherwise) appealed to young female spectators. 
I would like to focus on the time around the release of West’s rst two starring vehicles, She Done Him 
Wrong and I’m No Angel, because these two lms not only caused a sensation with unprecedented box oce 
results but also enjoyed more freedom in terms of content than her later lms, with less inuence of the 
Production Code.
Fan Magazines and Female Spectatorship
　　Before going into the analysis of discourses on West’s body image, I would like to clarify the 
relationship between women and fan magazines in American culture. Photoplay and Motion Picture, two 
of the magazines on which the analysis of this paper is based, both began publication in the early 1910s, 
though the latter was originally called Motion Picture Story. According to Kathryn H. Fuller: “e movie 
magazines initially catered to fan interests deemed both ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine,’ but by the late 1910s 
their focus had shifted to material that was geared primarily to the young, female moviegoers” (xiii). 
roughout the 1910s and 1920s, these magazines functioned as a mediator between fans and the silver 
screen. ese two decades were the golden age of fan magazines, because in the 1930s, other publications, 
newspapers and radio broadcasting replaced them, oering gossips, stories and pictures of the stars (Fuller 
166-7). West’s rst two star vehicles were both released in 1933, out of the range of “the golden age” of 
fan magazines, but since the focus is on young women’s reception, the articles and the readers’ letters in 
Photoplay, Motion Picture, and other fan magazines function as the primary resource in this paper（１）.
“Multivalent and Powerful” Female Body
　　As the opening sequence of I’m No Angel that I have illustrated suggests, West’s body is a vital 
element in her comedy. It is Kathleen Rowe’s argument that excessive body is one of the qualities of 
female unruliness, suggesting that she is unwilling or unable to control her physical appetites. Rowe uses 
Miss Piggy, a character from Jim Henson’s Muppets, as an example of the unruly woman, and Miss 
Piggy’s character is modeled on none other than Mae West. The unruly woman creates a disruptive 
spectacle of herself through the tropes of unruliness, namely, her excessive body, speech, and laughter, and 
these characteristics that define unruliness are often coded with misogyny (Rowe 30-1). For example, 
Steve Seidman observes that West was seen as a “freak,” citing a review from Variety: “e notion of the 
comedian as a freak is pointedly evidenced in this Variety review of Mae West’s act: ‘She’s one of the 
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many freak persons on the vaudeville stage where freakishness often carries more weight than talent’” (71). 
Also, foreshadowing her later popularity in drag and gay subculture, West was called “the greatest female 
impersonator of all time” as early as 1934 in Vanity Fair magazine: “I can pay you no greater tribute, dear 
lady, than to say it has healed the wound in my heart caused by the death of the one and Bert Savoy. I love 
you, Miss West, because YOU are the greatest female impersonator of all time” (Davis 82). The author 
compares West to the famous cross-dressing male vaudevillian, but unlike the Variety review, the tone 
is positive and even eulogistic. West’s excessive femininity, which gave her the title “the greatest female 
impersonator of all time,” is arguably what later made her a camp icon, a notion that was popularized 
by Susan Sontag’s “Notes on ‘Camp,’” where Sontag mentions “the film performances of Mae West” 
as “Successful Camp” (282-3). Thus, West indeed shows characteristics of an unruly woman, but she 
embodies more than negative attributes. As Rowe suggests elsewhere, “the image she [West] did create 
was multivalent and powerful, consistent with the topos of female unruliness” (122). In what way, then, was 
West’s image “multivalent and powerful,” especially to the young women who seem to have greatly enjoyed 
West’s lms?
　　What did the readers of fan magazines think about West’s curvy gure and the acts she performs? 
West’s body must have attracted great attention, because almost every letter from the readers concerning 
Mae West mentions something about it. Anita Cahoon from California wrote in April 1933 issue of 
Photoplay（２）:
Am I laughing and am I cheering! I’ve just seen Mae West in “She Done Him Wrong.” [...] While 
I was gazing upon Mae’s buxom curves, some woman sitting in back of me said to her neighbor, 
“Why that’s positively indecent!” I turned around and gave her the meanest look I could muster. My 
grandaddy said that scenes like those in Mae’s pictures were absolutely true to life, and I guess he 
should know. (19)
is letter is interesting in that it not only tells us the possible patterns of the audience’s response but also 
captures the excitement this woman felt when she saw “Mae’s buxom curves” in the theater. 
　　The release of I’m No Angel seems to have drawn the audience’s attention to West’s body much 
further. In January 1934 issue of The New Movie Magazine, a female reader named Bernice Gregory 
addresses her letter to Santa Clause: “Dear Santa Clause, I don’t want much, / Just one gift or two; / For a 
while I’ll be content / With Bennett’s eyes of blue / en, for a while, if you don’t mind / I’d like another 
gift; / is time I think it shall be / e gure of Mae West [...]”(69). In Photoplay of the same month, there 
are four letters from the readers about West in “e Audience Talks Back” section, and among them is a 
poem from Mrs. Elizabeth J. Hill, that goes:
“She done him wrong,” and some folks say / “She’s no angel, that gal called Mae” / But she has “It” in 
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every curve / And boys─ those hips─how they can swerve! / Her hair it shimmers, her legs are neat/ 
She’s the nest gal you can meet/ Her eyes are naughty but still quite nice / And does she glitter with 
all that ice! / Her clothes are stunning. Not quite discreet? / Well, neither are her charms eete. (8)
is vehement poem praises West’s body in detail, and as the third and fourth verses suggest, what attracts 
her most is also West’s curviness. On the same page, however, we nd more cynical view:
Fan critics, you give me a pain! For the last year you have been crying, ‘We’re sick of those sexy 
pictures. Give us delightful, wholesale pictures like Smilin’ rough.’ en along comes overstued, 
oversexed Mae West, who thinks all you have to do to become an actress is to swing your hips around, 
and you fall for it! (Robert Bruce 8)
Interestingly, this letter is presumably from a male reader, signed Robert Bruce. Despite the half-joking tone, 
his comment is quite critical of West. It is, in fact, an oversimplied and sexist comment, but the point here 
is that he, too, focuses on West’s hips, just like other female supporters. When he says Mae West is “oversexed,” 
it is not for her risqué lines or suggestive songs but for her “overstued” gure. Why do the audience keep 
commenting on West’s body? Furthermore, why do women seem to be more excited about it?
Healthy-looking Screen Star
　　To think about these questions, other three letters and an article provide some hints. e rst letter is 
from the August 1933 issue of Motion Picture:
[...] And if Mae West never does another worth while thing for the screen, she has more than made 
movie history already and deserves a BIG hand for making those half-starved ingénues self-conscious 
about their scrawny gures. Perhaps we will soon begin to see some healthy specimens in the silver 
sheet. Curves are really becoming fashionable since the unrestrained and vibrant West personality 
made an appearance on the screen. (F. E. K. 8)
Also in July 1933 issue of Picture Play, there is another letter from a woman living in New York City 
praising West, specically for her “healthy-looking” body:
May I say a few words in praise of Mae West in “She Done Him Wrong”? [...] Three cheers for 
Mae West! She’s about the only healthy-looking female on the screen. I don’t care for stout people 
especially, but I do like to see healthy-looking actresses. When Mae West slims down to screen 
slimness─well, I’m o her. (Ethel Hitchcock 6)
Both letters express admiration for West’s body, comparing her gure with those of other “scrawny” or “slim” 
actresses. Then, we find a letter befittingly entitled “Which? The Garbo Influence vs. The West Habit” 
in January 1934 e New Movie Magazine. e letter describes Greta Garbo as “a glamorous, glittering, 
slender and appealing lady, illusive and with the mysteries of the universe in her fathomless eyes,” and 
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declares, “we all want Garbos on the screen henceforth.” On the other hand, the letter introduces Mae West 
as “an ‘ inviting’ (c’m up ‘n see me some time), sexy, curvy lady, who is no angel and done him wrong.” As 
it continues: “A little more fat here, a few more curves there, hips to the right of us, busts to the left of us, 
every mother’s daughter trying to develop. A million ‘inviting’ little Maes, acting like no angel ever acted, 
are all about us. We now have the Mae West habit” (Kay Newton 68-9). is letter is interesting in that 
it shows West had become so popular as to be juxtaposed with one of the biggest stars at the time, Garbo. 
However, what is more important is how the letter treats Garbo and West dierently. Garbo is wanted on 
the screen; West is, conversely, “all about us.” To put it more precisely, there can never be a million little 
Garbos, as Garbo, “a glamorous, glittering, slender and appealing lady,” is the sole presence on silver screen, 
while West, “an ‘inviting,’ sexy, curvy lady,” is more attainable, or much closer to average lm spectators in 
terms of shape, and thus can be “all about us.”
Weight-obsessive Discourses Created by Fan Magazines
　　Along with these letters, let us take a look at an article appeared in July 1933 issue of Motion Picture. 
e article is entitled “Curves! Hollywood Wants em─and So Will You!” and the rst paragraph goes 
as follows: “e advent of beer, the inuence of Mae West, and the newest creations of the dress designer 
all seem directed toward increasing the avoirdupois─ and curviness─of beauty on the screen. [...] And 
as Hollywood goes, so goes the world, according to the fashion experts” (Tildesley 34). e article is about 
how the actresses in Hollywood were now beginning to put on some weight, partially owing to the success 
of Mae West. It says, “at starved look is OUT and dangerous curves are IN” (Tildesley 35). e article, 
however, repeatedly emphasizes the difference between being curvy and being fat, and vilifies the latter 
quite blatantly. ere is a quote from Paramount’s studio stylist, saying, “I loathe fat. Mae West is a single 
example of voluptuous curves. [...] e ordinary woman of her weight and curves would be outrageously 
clumsy, but Mae handles herself beautifully” (Tildesley 35). en, a beauty expert of Warner Brothers says, 
“No woman cares to look ‘fat,’ but she will not mind looking curved if she knows it is fashionable. [...] e 
minute a gure borders on fat, it ceases to be up-to-date. Curves, yes. But curves haven’t been out, really” 
(Tildesley 66).
　　e letters and the article above tell us three things. First, Mae West is considered as an exceptional 
case in Hollywood in terms of proportions, because in Hollywood women are “half-starved ingénues” 
with “scrawny gures.” As the letters from F. E. K. and Ethel Hitchcock suggest, fans seem to welcome 
West’s curvy body as being healthy. e article treats West’s body as teetering on the edge of fatness, but 
nevertheless sees it as a new ideal standard. Second, as the title and the rst paragraph of the article clearly 
indicates, the magazine expects its readers to follow the trend in Hollywood. ird, there is an imposition 
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that being fat is an unacceptable idea. All of these factors amount to this: with such articles, the fan 
magazine culture is creating discourses that favor a certain body image and dismiss overweight, which lead 
the readers to have a obsession with weight.
　　As for the first point, it seems as though fan magazines try to lead the readers to favor West’s 
voluptuous gure. Already in January 1933 issue, even before the release of She Done Him Wrong, Photoplay 
introduces Mae West as “Broadway’s daring, and most spectacular exhibit, explod[ing] on the screen.” e 
article goes:
Mae West as the indestructible Maudie in “Night After Night.” Blonde, buxom, rowdy Mae─
slithering across the scene in a spangled, sausage-skin gown! [...] In spite of the fact that she’s a 
footlight veteran, Mae is young. It wasn’t long ago that she turned thirty like a handspring. Moreover, 
she’s practically beautiful, in her opulent way. Luscious complexion, ne head of hair, and eyes that 
fairly knock your hat o. ough generously built, she jiggles the beam at under a hundred and twenty. 
Believe me, you look three times as Mae West passes by! (Hall 46, 108; italics in the original)
Some of the sentences here appear unusual for an article raving about a new actress. West was not a starlet; 
indeed, she had already had a long, successful career on Broadway, and contrary to what is suggested in this 
article, she was thirty-nine years old at the time. e writer, however, tries to conceal the fact that West was 
nearing forty, presumably to make her look more appealing as a star. e last two sentences are especially 
peculiar. Here, the writer seeks to convince the readers that West weighs less than they think, trying to 
make them “believe” that she is an attractive “young” woman even with a “generously built” gure. Excessive 
or fat body and being old are both qualities associated with the unruly woman (Rowe 31). Contempt 
for such female unruliness seems to underlie this Photoplay article, in that the writer meticulously selects 
words and expressions so as not to connect West with the signiers of unruliness. Other articles, however, 
praises West’s gure more simply. ey often mention the inuence of West on women in general as well 
as women in Hollywood. In May 1933 Picture Play, the caption of a photograph of Mae West posing in 
a doorway reads, “e new lush and rowdy favorite, Mae West, arrived just in time to save a lot of women 
from inferiority complexes about their figures” (Hollis 25). This caption underscores obsessions about 
weight that female readers most probably had. Another article in the gossip section of Photoplay March 
1934 issue goes, “Maybe Mae West actually did start something. At any rate, the millennium has arrived. 
Two actresses in Hollywood have been ordered to put on pounds. Claudette Colbert, in training for her 
rôle of Cleopatra, has some fifteen to assemble to charm the voluptuous Ptolemy” (Cal York 46; italics 
in the original). Two month earlier, in Motion Picture, there is another gossip article that Mae West may 
be reducing: “Incidentally, if it’s true that Mae is reducing─ she goes to Paramount gym everyday─ it’s 
a great pity. We have enough hungry-looking stars as it is. But Mae quipped to newspapermen, ‘I’m not 
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trying to remove my hips. I’m going to keep on moving them as before─ from side to side’” (“News” 
38). True or not, these two gossips, along with the Motion Picture article entitled “Curves! Hollywood 
Wants Them─ and So Will You!” mentioned above, suggest that with West’s screen success, fan 
magazines became more and more inclined to discuss West’s curvy body as something desirable, even for 
conventionally slim actresses of Hollywood such as Claudette Colbert.
What Advertisements Tell Us
　　Adding to these discourses are advertisements for products to lose/gain weight and control body shape. 
For instance, in February 1933 issue of Motion Picture, there is an advertisement for Ironized Yeast: “New 
pounds for skinny folks...quick!” On the very next page is an ad for Marmola Prescription Tablets: “The 
Real Way to Reduce” (Ironized 87, Marmola 88). A similar product can be found in June and August 1933 
issues of Picture Play, named Dr. McCaskey’s Prescription Tablets, with a slogan that goes, “REDUCE─
5 pounds this week with the proven method of a prominent New York physician” ( June 75, August 75). In 
Photoplay April 1933 issue, there is an advertisement for Spencer Corsets, showing before/after photos of a 
woman wearing a corset, with a phrase “I lost that ugly bulge instantly!” (101) All of these advertisements 
appear recurrently on the back pages of fan magazines. As Fuller points out, Photoplay’s editor James R. 
Quirk foresaw the explosive growth of consumer culture led by movie fans in 1920s, and eagerly introduced 
product advertising to his magazine (150-68). Fuller’s discussion focuses on consumer desire that these 
advertisements create among the readers, but they also create obsessions with their self-image. In this 
particular case, the articles about the stars’ gures and weight, such as the ones I have mentioned, primarily 
form their obsessions, and these advertisements reinforce them by offering the possibilities to actually 
achieve their ideal with the aid of the products they promote.
　　Although not directly correlated with the issue of weight complex, there is another instance of 
consumer culture in fan magazines worthy of mention. In Photoplay (March 117, April 110), Motion Picture 
(February 87, April 80), Silver Screen (March 54, April 68), and Screenland (March 76, April 80), there are 
advertisements for “Perfume Mae West” by Gabilla, parfumerie of Paris. Several versions of the product 
description exist, and one of them in April 1934 issue of Screenland goes: “Now YOU can use the identical 
scent which Mme. Gabilla of Paris blended for Mae West─ loaded with lure─dripping with sex appeal. 
ere’s intrigue in every drop. It’s charged with that ‘come up ’n see me sometime’ personality,” and at the 
bottom of the advertisement, it reads, “NOTE: is is not merely an endorsement─ this is the personal 
perfume of Mae West” (80; italics in the original). By underscoring the point that “Perfume Mae West” is 
the actual perfume used by the actress, this ad seeks to stimulate the magazine readers’ consumer desire. 
What it wants to say is that by wearing this perfume, one can be exactly like Mae West, “loaded with lure” 
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and “dripping with sex appeal.” In the same issue of Screenland, there is a bylined article entitled “Femi-
nifties,” a bimonthly column introducing new beauty products. is April 1934 article mentions “Perfume 
Mae West”:
YOU don’t have to go to the movies to see Mae West these days. You’ll nd her in practically every 
drug-store window on every four-corners of the country. No, of course not in person, but the photos 
are pretty personable at that. e cause of it all is the Mae West perfume. e bottle not only carries 
her signature, (printed), but the box is generously inscribed with some of her pet sayings. As for the 
perfume, it’s very ne, and terribly intriguing. First made by Gabilla of Paris for Miss West personally, 
and now made by the same people for all of us. (Hartley 88)
is passage tells us that the perfume was available nationwide at the time, and it repeats the same point 
as the advertisement that West herself wears this perfume. The release of this perfume, the product 
description, and the reference in “Femi-nifties” column add up to two main points. First, with the nation-
wide success of She Done Him Wrong and I’m No Angel, West became a star that fans aspired to be, or at 
least popular enough for the advertiser and the magazine publisher to think that way. Second, by quoting 
famous lines from her lms, the advertisements treat Mae West the actress and the characters she plays in 
lms as inseparable. As for West, there seems to be no clear division between extractional and ctional 
personae in terms of reception, that is, contemporary fans most likely saw the actress herself behind her on-
screen characters, and regarded West in real life synonymous with her on-screen personae.
Readers’ Concerns on Weight
　　Getting back to the topic of body image, in Photoplay, there is a monthly column that strongly reects 
the readers’ obsessions with their physical configuration. The column features Sylvia, “America’s most 
famous masseuse and culturist” (“How Sylvia” 50). From February 1933 issue, she starts answering personal 
letters from the readers asking for beauty tips and health advice. By March issue, the format of the column 
is established; a double-spread main article followed by “Answers by Sylvia” section. Just by looking at the 
headlines of main article, it is quite easy to recognize the values Sylvia puts emphasis on: “How I Gave 
Constance Cummings a New Figure” (54-5), “How Sylvia Changed ‘Carole of the Curves’ to Svelte Carole 
Lombard!” (50-1), and “Sylvia Tells What Saved Norma Shearer’s Figure” (70-1), to name a few. However, 
it is the “Answers by Sylvia” part that more strongly demonstrates the readers’ xations with weight, or 
more specically, with reducing weight. Sylvia answers roughly ve letters per month, and during the rst 
year after the section’s premiere in February 1933 issue, thirty letters ask for help regarding methods to lose 
weight or reduce particular body parts. ere are ve letters concerned with underweight problems, and 
the rest ask for other beauty issues such as skin troubles and massage tips. In sum, almost half of the letters 
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ask for advice on reducing issues. ough it is possible to argue that the editorial sta deliberately selected 
these letters to put on the pages, this remarkably high rate suggests the dominance of the idea that one 
should control their gure.
The Age When Legs Were Confidential
　　How exactly, then, did West’s first two films introduce her body in such a way that the female 
spectators surrounded by weight-obsessed discourses could appreciate it? West’s starring screen debut, She 
Done Him Wrong, is a story set in New York City during the 1890s. West’s character, Lady Lou, is a brash 
saloon singer in the Bowery neighborhood. Her boss, Gus Jordan (Noah Beery) keeps Lou by buying all 
her nery, while involved in shady business deals with Rita (Rafaela Ottiano) and her lover, Serge (Gilbert 
Roland). Cummings (Cary Grant), the captain of a mission located next door, drops by the saloon every 
now and then, and Lou takes an immediate liking to him. Upon learning that her former boyfriend Chick 
Clark (Owen Moore) thinks Lou has betrayed him in his absence, she pays him a visit in prison. He 
threatens to kill her if she ever double-crosses him, and he escapes from jail to actually kill her, only to fail 
because he loves her. Meanwhile, one of Gus’ rivals, Dan Flynn (David Landau), tells Lou that an agent 
named “e Hawk” is after Gus for his tracking business, and promises her protection once Gus is in 
jail. Lou then receives a visit from Serge, and when Rita nds out about their meeting, she pulls a knife 
on Lou. Lou fatally stabs Rita by accident, and has her bodyguard Spider (Dewey Robinson) dispose of 
Rita’s corpse. Later, informed that Chick has been hiding out in the alley, Lou sends him to her room. 
Up on the stage, Lou motions Flynn to her room, and Chick shoots him dead. Hearing the gunshots, the 
police gather, and Lou nally learns that Cumming is the Federal agent “e Hawk.” As the police take 
the gangsters, Cummings accompanies Lou in a carriage. e lm ends with Cummings putting a diamond 
ring on Lou’s ring nger instead of putting handcus.
　　To think about West’s body image in She Done Him Wrong, the lm’s setting of the Gay Nineties is of 
great signicance. Adopted from the original Broadway play, Diamond Lil, the period setting of 1890s was 
also a solution suggested by the Studio Relations Committee (SRC), the West Coast representative of the 
Hays Oce, to veil the story in nostalgia and comedy. To avoid “sordid realism,” the lmmakers thickened 
the air of nostalgia by employing period music and introducing the Bowery setting through a lighthearted 
montage in the opening sequence (Hamilton When I’m Bad 183). This Gay Nineties setting, however, 
worked not only as a camouage for “sordid realism” that the Hays Oce and the SRC worried about, but 
also as a perfect backdrop to present West’s voluptuous body as a standard. e intertitle after the opening 
credits reads: “A lusty, brawling, orid decade when there were handlebar on lip and wheel─and legs were 
condential!” Only a few minutes into the lm, this statement makes it clear that we are about to see plenty 
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of feminine curves in this lm, which is quite easy to tell for those with knowledge of women’s fashion 
in the 1890s. Moreover, by telling us that the lm takes place in the age when “legs were condential,” it 
prepares us for bosomy gures with tight bodice and ankle-length skirt to come up on the screen. 
　　In the opening sequence after the credits, we see men in a busy saloon, drinking and talking, and they 
soon start discussing the nude portrait of Lou hanging over the bar. Steve Seidman argues that this xed 
image presents her as an object of desire (70). Rowe goes further by applying Gaylyn Studlar’s argument of 
masochistic pleasure that men may feel when they give themselves over to the image of a female who evoke 
the all-powerful mother, saying, “West turns the table on the men, asserting both her power over─ and 
desire for─men” (120). However, both Seidman and Rowe fail to mention the eects that this painting 
brings about on the minds of female spectators. Studlar’s model is also applicable; for women, it evokes the 
desire for what the powerful pre-Oedipal mother possesses, namely, the breast and the womb (Studlar 780). 
e painting is a celebration of the buxom female body, and arouses the desire for the power it represents.
　　As the film progresses, we find more celebratory moments of female body, mostly in relation to 
vaudeville elements. Before Lou’s first singing act in the film, a troop of barelegged women sings and 
dances to a song introducing Lou. This moment not only heightens the spectators’─both diegetic and 
otherwise─expectation for West/Lou’s stage act, but also celebrates the female body in a broader sense. 
Once Lou comes up on the stage, the camera occasionally turns to the oor, panning to show us the faces 
of the charmed audience. It is noteworthy that we see a glimpse of the troop’s performance when Chick 
tries to strangle Lou. Here, Lou is wearing a glittering, revealing sequined dress that emphasizes her 
voluptuous gure to the maximum. Giving up the idea of killing her, Chick drops his knees, and clings on 
to her waist and tearfully begs for her love. is moment signies Chick’s submission to the allure of Lou’s 
body, and in the next shot, we see the dancing troop twirling around, kicking up their legs to a gleeful tune. 
is inserted shot underlines the victorious power of female body.
“You Don’t Have to Have Feet to Be a Dancer”
　　In her next lm, I’m No Angel, West plays a circus performer Tira. Loved by men, she gets all the 
luxuries from her admirers. Her boyfriend, Slick (Ralf Harolde) is a pickpocket, and during one of her 
rendezvous with a rich man, Brown (Wm. B. Davidson) in her hotel room, Slick forces into the room and 
knocks Brown unconscious. Slick ees, fearing that he has killed Brown, but soon gets arrested. Tira, in 
need of money to get away from Slick, agrees to do dangerous lion-taming performance proposed by her 
promoter, Big Bill (Edward Arnold). Tira’s lion act becomes a big success in New York City, where she 
meets a rich, young businessman Kirk Lawrence (Kent Taylor). Lawrence immediately falls for Tira, even 
though he is engaged to Alicia (Gertrude Michael), a haughty socialite. en, while trying to convince her 
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to break it o with Lawrence, his cousin, Jack Clayton (Cary Grant), also falls for Tira’s allure. Tira and 
Clayton soon decide to get married. Not wanting to lose Tira at the circus, Big Bill conspires with Slick to 
split the couple. e scheme works, and Clayton calls o the engagement. Tira brings a breach of promise 
case against Clayton to the court, but once Clayton nds out that Tira actually loves him, he proposes a 
settlement. After the trial, the two nally kiss and make up.
　　I’m No Angel also starts off by offering a mediated image of West/Tira, so as to heighten our 
expectation to see her body, which actually leads us to a moment of conrmation of its power. e opening 
sequence takes place at a circus, and we see a barker yelling at the crowd. When he introduces Tira, he says, 
“Tira! e beautiful Tira, dancing, singing marvel of the age. e girl who discovered you don’t have to 
have feet to be a dancer,” bringing the crowd’s and our attention to the stage. en we see a huge banner 
with a painting of Tira, seductively posing in a sheer gown. The camera slowly moves down to reveal 
the stage curtains beneath the banner, and with the sound of fanfare, Tira nally shows up through the 
curtains. She slowly makes her way toward the other side of the stage, through a sea of excited men. As the 
crowd eagerly looks up at her, she goes hiding behind the curtains, but a dissolve takes us to her sensual 
performance. Compared to her stage acts in She Done Him Wrong, this performance puts more emphasis on 
the movement of her body, with the frequent use of long and medium shots and a big see-through scarf she 
waves. Other dierences are that there are virtually no women in the crowd, and that infatuated reactions 
from the audience are used to produce comic eects. For example, the camera captures an old man with 
glasses winking at Tira. He exclaims, “Ooh mama!” and blows her a kiss, to which she responds, “I just 
know how you feel, honey.” She makes some of these wisecracks during the song, and nally disappears 
behind the curtains with “Suckers,” leaving the fevered audience behind. e entire sequence stresses the 
dominant power she has over the men, and her curvaceous gure catches the spectators’ eyes as the source 
of captivating charm.
　　A moment of particular interest during the opening circus sequence comes when the camera spots a 
well-dressed, middle-aged man in the crowd. Like other men, he savors Tira’s sensual shimmies, rubbing 
his chin in content. The reverse shot makes it look like Tira is giving him an eye. Another shot of the 
well-dressed man follows, winking, as he notices her attention. e camera cuts back again, and it quickly 
shows Tira raising her eyebrows. en, the next close-up shot of the man’s right hand on his chin reveals 
that she has been looking not at the man himself but at a big diamond ring on his finger. This well-
dressed man, we later nd out, is Brown, whom Tira invites in her hotel room as her possible patron. To 
understand the presentation of West/Tira’s body image in this lm, how Tira succeeds in luring Brown 
is worth considering. By showing Brown’s response to her performance, the story makes it obvious that 
he is attracted to Tira entirely physically. During the cutbacks described above, medium shots of Tira 
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shaking her hips are juxtaposed with bust shots of Brown leering at her. is juxtaposition highlights the 
power of her body twofold, by procient control of shot size. First, eliminating the lower half of her body 
from the frame, the camera only captures the most curvaceous parts of her gure, and thus demonstrates 
convincingly that curves are her greatest weapon. Second, shot from the bust up, Brown’s lecherous look 
draws the viewer’s attention, bringing to mind that the magnetism of her physique is what provokes his 
arousal. Furthermore, his content look, especially in the shot that follows a cutback of his diamond ring and 
Tira’s enthralled expression─brought about by the ring, of course─ suggests that he mistakenly thinks 
he has managed to catch her eye with his own charm, when in reality she is focusing solely upon a piece 
of jewelry he happens to be wearing. is revelation equals to Tira’s triumph over Brown and his like; she 
easily gets what she wants from men simply by swaying her ample hips in a salacious manner.
Tira as a “Prostitute”
　　In I’m No Angel, Tira is not ashamed of her sexuality in the slightest degree. When her colleague asks 
her how she can aord all the luxuries on her salary, Tira answers, “It’s a gift, honey, it’s a gift.” Inside her 
jewelry box there are numbers of pictures of men, and she describes which man gave her which present. 
She then tells her motto: “Take all you can get and give as little as possible.” e scene insinuates that she 
may be sexually involved with these men and they give her presents in return, and her motto suggests that 
she is using them for her own benets. en, later in the courtroom sequence, she admits her promiscuity 
in public. During the questioning in the court when Clayton’s attorney comments that Tira has been on 
friendly terms with several men, she responds without any hesitation, “All right, I’m the sweetheart of 
Sigma Psi, so what?” Ramona Curry describes: “Unlike most of other Hollywood lms of the 1930s, West’s 
lms do not suggest that morality or questions of the taste dictate female sexual behavior. Instead, West’s 
films and star image present female sexual allure as a commodity that women themselves can control 
and benet from.” As Curry puts it, Tira is “a successful and happy prostitute” (28). However, the word 
“prostitute” has to be put in quotation marks. Jessica Hope Jordan points out that West denies actual acts of 
prostitution in her dialogue and that she “most likely sought to make clear to her audiences that there was 
a real dierence between women who were actual prostitutes and those who were better known as ‘tough 
girls’ and/or ‘charity girls’” (206). Judging from the lm, Tira does not engage in sexual activity in exchange 
for payment as a prostitute in the strict sense of the term does. She is “a successful and happy prostitute” in 
a sense that she utilizes her feminine, sexual features to fool men into buying her numerous expensive gifts 
without any eort. ough Tira’s own remarks hint that she has sexual relationships with her admirers, she 
is not “giving” ─“Don’t say giving, I don’t like that word,” declares Tira in one of the scenes in the lm─
but rather enjoying her promiscuous way of living.
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　　As the Marybeth Hamilton’s account quoted earlier illustrates, for West’s stage production, SEX, 
contemporary critics deemed her performance to be “bald, crass pornography,” and one of the major 
factors for such reactions is West’s “thickest” body that the critics associated with lower-class sexuality. 
In She Done Him Wrong, West successfully disguises the theme of bawdy sexuality by deploying the Gay 
Nineties setting, which she borrowed from her play, Diamond Lil. Moreover, as I have pointed out, this 
period setting also has a merit in preparing the viewer’s mind for full-gured conguration of Lou/West’s 
body. On the other hand, without the picturesque setting of 1890s serving for camouage, I’m No Angel 
is more daring in its presentation of her sexuality. In this modern-day drama, Tira/West’s body is far from 
the beauty standard of the day that lauds svelte silhouette of women. Still, the lm manages to present her 
sexuality and physique positively by stressing Tira’s eective use of physical appearance. In sum, both lms 
conjure up armative representation of West’s non-standard body, and the result is the favorable feedback 
for the two lms and West by the readers of fan magazines I have examined in this essay. However, we still 
have to consider a few more questions. Despite the fact that She Done Him Wrong and I’m No Angel both 
achieved tremendous box oce success, there certainly existed anti-Mae West lm fans. en, are there 
any indications in fan magazines as to what made them disapprove of West’s lms or the actress herself ? 
How is her body image related to their censorious views? Besides, how did the overall narrative structure 
of each of West’s rst two starring vehicles aect the audiences’ perception? Lastly, how does West, as a 
comedienne, utilize her body to produce comic eects in her lms?
The Wages of Sin and Crime
　　Let us once again turn to the articles and letters from the readers in fan magazines. Among them, 
Picture Play has a quite extensive coverage of letters from its readers in monthly “What the Fans ink” 
section. After the release of She Done Him Wrong, West became the fans’ favorite topic. While most of 
them write in favor of West, there are letters from anti-West fans attacking her lms and the actress herself. 
How did dissenters express their opinions? One sample can be found in August 1933 issue, where a reader 
named Joan Martin questions the popularity of She Done Him Wrong by asking, “Why do people seem to 
want pictures that are vulgar and rotten?” She Done Him Wrong, writes Martin, “was vulgar and every one 
around me was making remarks not attering to the actress” (9). After this remark, she begins to discuss 
other stars, so it is unclear exactly what made her dismiss the lm as “vulgar and rotten.” A single hint is 
that she blames only West, not the director or co-stars, for the quality of the lm─ something about the 
actress triggered her opposition. Two months later, in the same “What the Fans ink” column, there is a 
letter signed “Cherry Valley,” discussing She Done Him Wrong in a similar manner. e letter also starts o 
with a question, “Will some enlightened fan please explain the last scene of Mae West’s ‘She Done Him 
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Wrong’?” is fan, whose gender unknown, is concerned about “the ethics of the screen,” and condemns 
the ending of the lm by stating, “I feel positively indebted to Mae West and the movies for teaching me 
that the wages of sin and crime are Rolls-Royces, Prince Charming, and happiness forevermore.” What 
this sentence refers to is most likely the implication in the lm’s last scene that Lou will marry Cummings, 
despite her promiscuity in the past (“sin”) and her murder of Rita (“crime”). It is worth noting that the 
letter disregards the ending’s conventionality of suggesting that a wanton woman like Lou will probably 
be married─a point to which I will return later in this paper. e letter goes on to commend the actress 
Dorothy Jordan, who in this writer’s opinion “goes further than all the hip-rolling of Mae West.” This 
dissatised fan’s main argument, however, is that there are many good actors like Jordan who “hasn’t had a 
chance to do much,” compared to West, or Clark Gable, another name listed as an example to praise Paul 
Cavanagh. e letter ends by indicating that West and Gable lack acting ability (“Cherry Valley” 10). e 
letter’s central claim is that actors like Jordan and Cavanagh deserve more opportunities to play bigger 
roles, and then why does it talk about She Done Him Wrong’s alleged immorality and West’s “hip-rolling”? 
In this letter, and most likely in Joan Martin’s, too, a principal factor behind the writer’s disgust is West’s 
handling of her own body. ough it associates the word “hip-rolling” with unvirtuous aspects of the lm’s 
narrative, I would argue that this letter, just like the one from Robert Bruce quoted earlier, is an armation 
of signicance lying in her physicality. In other words, even anti-West fans cannot help but mention the 
impact she creates with the presentation of her body.
　　This “Cherry Valley” letter, however, meets a counterattack from a West’s supporter. “To Cherry 
Valley,” the writer V. K. GUNTHER, whose gender also unknown, begins, and tries to persuade the 
original letter’s author to rethink the condemnation against the lm’s ending by arguing that the reason 
why West’s character is not brought to trial for murder is “Hollywood’s method of saving the expense of 
a screen trial.” What is more remarkable than this explanation, which actually lacks persuasiveness, is the 
writer’s analysis of why and among whom West is in demand:
Mae West in spite of her carryings-on is honest. She makes a business of being humorously vulgar, 
and if you’ve a sense of humor you can forgive her. In Mae’s own words she “sties the blush with 
a laugh.” at’s lots better than being made up to look like a lady and then give an exhibition that 
belongs strictly in the privacy of a boudoir. I think Mae’s fan following is mostly feminine. She looks 
human. All the normal nonstarved real women in the country like her. Robust, jolly, and with a real 
spiritual quality─honesty. (V. K. GUNTHER 63)
is passage includes three insightful observations. First is that West has honesty and humor despite her 
vulgarities. Second is that her fan base is mostly women, and third is that her humanlike character appeals 
to “[a]ll the normal nonstarved real women in the country.” While admitting to a certain extent that 
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West, or the character she represents is vulgar, the writer sees this quality as a sign of West’s honesty. e 
letter also rightfully analyzes that West is popular primarily among women, and the crucial point is that it 
indicates that West’s full-gured look is what makes her human, and thus likable.
Disgusting Display of Vulgarity?
　　One more instance of critical reception of West can be found in February 1934 issue. In this letter, the 
writer Jane Doe declares that she does not like West because to her “her pictures are the most disgusting 
display of vulgarity [she has] ever seen.” She feels that it is really pitiful that boys and girls of nine and ten 
use expressions such as “Come up and see me sometime” and “You can be had,” as these children cannot 
escape hearing West’s imitators. Then, just as “Cherry Valley,” Jane Doe shows her disapproval of the 
ending of She Done Him Wrong, and further criticizes I’m No Angel in an exasperated tone:
e theme of “She Done Him Wrong” was rotten, and the improbable ending! Ugh! She wasn’t even 
a diamond in the rough, but rather condoned and helped her “man” in his white-slavery dealings. As 
for “I’m No Angel,” the less said about its morals the better! is letter probably seems rambling and 
incoherent, but having just heard some youngsters outside the house talking à la Mae West, I became 
so angry I wanted to break things, and am really just letting o steam to some one. (6; italics in the 
original)
e letter’s description that Lou helps Gus’ white-slavery dealings in She Done Him Wrong is questionable, 
since she appears to be unaware of the details of Gus’ shady activities when Flynn brings up the subject. 
However, Jane Doe’s displeasure probably derives from the narrative fact that Lou gets away from charges 
of murder and conspiracy. As for I’m No Angel, Jane Doe does not care to discuss the particularities, denying 
the lm altogether because of its moral issues.
　　is Jane Doe letter drew many reactions from other readers, both opposing and supporting ones. A 
reply in May 1934 issue is signed G. M. F. and directly addressed to Jane Doe:
Mae West is an actress and a great one. She is an expert showwoman and you can depend on box-
oce statistics to prove that. Mae West is giving the public what it wants whether it be a “disgusting 
display of vulgarity” or not. [...] If you really thought the theme of “She Done Him Wrong” was so 
rotten, how did you happen to see “I’m No Angel”? Could it have been that fatal fascination working 
on you, or did you think la West had reformed or gone girlish on us? (6; italics in the original)
Also a reader named W. P. Colby in June 1934 issue calls Jane Doe’s letter “horribly abusive” and the attack 
on West “entirely unwarranted.” In Colby’s opinion, “West has combined wonderful acting talent with 
shady innuendoes” (56). ese two letters praise West’s talent as an actress, and do not problematize her 
provocative performance. Meanwhile, another letter by Maryann Kozma in May 1934 issue supports Jane 
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Doe’s opinion:
e majority of people that my friends and I meet do not care to patronize the theaters when the 
degrading Mae West is featured. The very billboards are filled with immoral, indecent, disgusting 
pictures of Mae West that are not t for decent eyes to see. To walk along the streets and hear little 
children using those dreadful and suggestive expressions is simply scandalous. (9)
This author shares the same concern as Jane Doe that West’s risqué double entendres will have a bad 
inuence on children. What are the main contentions that can be deduced from these opinions about West 
in Picture Play?
So-called Happily Ever After
　　e keyword for this Mae West controversy is “vulgarity,” and the fans seem to attribute this quality 
to her physical representation, her verbal expressions, or the lm’s narrative. As we have already taken a 
look at She Done Him Wrong and I’m No Angel focusing on the representation of female body, I would like 
to turn my attention to verbal and narrative elements in each lm. I would say that She Done Him Wrong is 
less provocative in its use of vocabulary compared to I’m No Angel, but more ethically problematic in terms 
of narrative structure. In spite of many bawdy lines like the famous “Why don’t you come up some time 
and see me?” directed at Cary Grant’s Cummings, Lou, unlike Tira, never verbally suggests her life as a 
“prostitute,” that is, her having sex with numerous men not exactly in exchange for diamonds and money 
but willingly receiving them in return. She does have Gus as her benefactor, invite Serge and Cummings to 
her boudoir, and admit to have met many men who can make her happy (“Haven’t you ever met a man that 
could make you happy?”─“Sure, lots of times”), but Lou’s promiscuity is not as overt in speech as that of 
Tira.
　　As for the narrative, what happens to Lou is fraught with moral problems. As we have seen in the 
letters from anti-West fans, the point in question is Lou’s murder of Rita and her subsequent evasion 
of charges. It is an act of self-defense, but she indeed tries to get away with her crime. However, lack 
of punishment is a means to bring about the conventional ending of happily ever after. After the raid, 
Cummings puts a ring on Lou’s nger, and says, “You’re my prisoner. And I’m gonna be your jailor for a 
long, long time.” Kathleen Rowe argues that the lm’s ending illustrates the diculty of emplotting the 
unruly woman in a traditional narrative because:
[...] West is limited to the single narrative of a woman’s life: that of her relation to men. West’s 
persona bursts out of the narrative of the whore with a heart of gold, which is the only narrative that 
would make her acceptable to a mainstream audience. And yet, that narrative connes her to a single-
note performance. ere are few narrative options for strong examples of female unruliness. (130)
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Although not acceptable for conservative fans like “Cherry Valley” and Jane Doe, it is inevitable that Lou 
escapes the charges, because the story has to end by making Lou and Cummings a couple so as to convince 
the audience that Lou is a “whore with a heart of gold.” She is a woman with a past, but she is so good-
hearted that Cummings sees through it. Cummings’ comment about making Lou his prisoner suggests not 
only his demand that she be faithful to him but also his bourgeois ideology that she should be conned to 
domesticity. However, in the very last moment, he calls her “bad girl,” and she answers, “You’ll nd out.” 
Her reply implies a possible transgression that she might continue to be a “bad girl,” but her surrender 
makes it look like a pretty ethical ending: a loose woman giving up her extravagant life to settle down and 
get married.
　　In I’m No Angel, I have already pointed out that Tira’s promiscuity is made more open than Lou in She 
Done Him Wrong, but this is not at all a negative chracterization. Rather, by presenting Tira as “a successful 
and happy prostitute,” the lm puts her in a superior position to men. Tira’s superiority is most obvious 
in the trial sequence. The way she talks and behaves in the courtroom makes it clear that she perfectly 
knows her allure and American middle-class morality that it is a shame for respectable men to fall for a 
sexually loose woman. e mere fact that Tira questions the witnesses herself gives her some superiority in 
that she does not need any help from her male attorney, Pinkowitz (Gregory Rato), whose name sounds 
becomingly feminine with “pink” in it. What actually counts, however, is how she argues every man down. 
When she faces Brown, she exposes his ve times of marriage and that he was married at the time he irted 
with her. She uses the word “cheating” to create the impression he broke the rule, and at the same time 
defends herself by adding, “You know nothing actually happened you couldn’t tell your grandchildren about.” 
She then faces Lawrence, and reveals that he was engaged at the time he started pursuing her and that his 
ancée asked her to stop seeing him. Tira concludes the examination, saying, “All right, I broke it o, So 
what are you crying about?” Sanctity of marriage is the frame that these men should not violate, and Tira is 
fully aware of it. ough she is the one who made them break this social frame, in either case, we do not see 
any sexual activities involved. us, Tira, who in other instances presumably gets sexually involved with men, 
is actually clean for these two accused relationships, and Brown and Lawrence are the only violators in that 
they fell for Tira, notwithstanding their status as a married or betrothed gentleman. After the questioning, 
the camera, set behind the jury box, follows Tira triumphantly walk back to her seat, passing through the 
jury made up of males. is camerawork also suggests her superiority over men.
　　Although Jane Doe is upset about the morals of this lm, the courtroom sequence and the ending 
suggest Tira’s reformation through finding her true love, Clayton, which gives a tinge of ethicality and 
conventionality to the lm. When Tira questions Beulah (Gertrude Howard), her faithful maid who has 
been subpoenaed to testify against her, it is revealed that Tira is actually in love with Clayton. Beulah 
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testifies that she has never heard Tira talk about other men, or seen her with other men after Tira got 
engaged to Clayton. en, asked if she remembers what Tira said about Clayton, Beulah answers, “Well, 
you said that you never knew you could love a man like you love him. And you said you done fall so hard 
for him it hurt.” Hearing this response, Tira theatrically warns her to answer one question at a time, to 
which Beulah replies, “Well, I’m just tellin’ the truth like you told me to. ” When Tira tells Beulah that she 
is giving too much of “the truth,” Beulah tops o the exchange by saying, “Well, I ain’t never seen nobody 
so brokenhearted as you was when you and Mr. Clayton done busted up.” Beulah’s testimony convinces the 
extradiegetic audience as well as the diegetic audience including Clayton, that Tira seriously loves Clayton, 
and leads to the couple’s reconciliation. Similar to She Done Him Wrong, Tira ends up with Clayton, with 
a suggestion that they will get married. ere lies a slight radicalness, however, as one of the last lines of 
Clayton goes, “Oh I’m crazy about you.” Along with his earlier quote “I could be your slave,” it underscores 
his lack of resistance to her excessive sexuality. erefore, even within the conventional frame of marriage, 
she will maintain her power, superiority and identity.
Mae West as a Laughing Subject
　　In each film, the character West portrays maintains her superiority to men, with the aid of her 
abundant sexuality. West’s characteristics as an unruly woman, that is, qualities such as her “oversized” 
body, her speech in husky, masculinized voice lled with racy quips, her provocative performance, and her 
unusually high age as a heroine, are the main sources of comic eects she produces. ese qualities can 
be divided into two categories, verbal and physical, and both are integral to West’s comedy. As for verbal 
elements, she produces comic effects by switching between an object and a subject of laughter. When 
she makes comments that directly link to her oversexed self, she is indeed an object of being laughed at, 
but at other times, she is rather on the side of spectators, making jokes as a laughing subject about all the 
men around her for their failure in resisting her temptation. I believe that what made Jane Doe enraged 
is mostly the former, that is, jokes West makes about her own excessive sexuality. Citing Tania Modleski’s 
analysis in e Women Who Knew Too Much, Kathleen Rowe explains the anger that women feel at sexist 
jokes directed at them; they get the jokes to the extent that they know it is on them, but they get angry and 
nd laughter dicult or impossible (18-9). Coming from a woman, West’s jokes are not precisely sexist, 
but she does present femininity as something laughable when she makes herself an object of the joke. What 
is more important, though, is that West can be a subject, laughing at men and making jokes about them. As 
Rowe continues: “When men makes jokes about women, they assert their already-existing social power over 
them. When women make jokes about men, they invert─momentarily─ the social hierarchy” (19). When 
West’s character makes men the butt of a joke, she is in a superior position, and it eventually leads to her 
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triumph, as exemplied in the trial sequence of I’m No Angel.
　　Physical elements of her comedy, one the other hand, can be realized by West’s presenting herself 
as spectacle, which exaggerates her excessive sexuality. Rowe argues that being a spectacle does not make 
her vulnerable to men but ensures her power over them, as it is a means of controlling men (120). It is 
commonly argued that West’s feminist potential lies in her ability to use her sexuality to control men, but 
I would maintain that West’s feminist appeal also lies in her positive attitude towards her own body image. 
As the letters and articles from fan magazines clearly demonstrate, West was considered as a deviation from 
the norms of Hollywood beauty in that era, which these magazines vigorously created and imposed on the 
readers. By such criteria, West could have been easily classied as fat. However, by presenting her body as 
a weapon to attract male characters, West and her lms subvert this classication. It is true that some of 
the audience called her “grotesque” or “overstued,” but her performance has the potential to evade such 
criticism by using these elements as the source of comic eects. In other words, West’s lms play with such 
discourses that give negative connotations to full-gured female body. It is safe to assume, then, that West’s 
celebration of her own voluptuousness and her unabashed exhibition of body had empowering eects to 
the contemporary spectators living under the inuence of weight-obsessed culture. 
　　As aforementioned, one of the unique attributes about West as a film star is that viewers see the 
actress herself through the characters she plays in films. This merger is most evident in the moment of 
“Suckers,” in I’m No Angel. In this moment, viewers cannot be sure if the word only represents Tira’s view 
or it also shows that of West. “Unlike other stars, whom we think of in the context of specic lms,” writes 
Molly Haskell, West’s image, “complete with body language and voice, lifts buoyantly out of celluloid into 
space like the inflatable life preserver that was named after her in World War II” (14). In other words, 
West’s image stands out from her on-screen self thanks to both her physical and vocal performance. Later 
in the article, Haskell declares that West is “more a gure of speech─ in both senses of the word─ than 
a beloved memory,” and that she was “as celebrated for her lines as her curves” (14). However, in this 
particular moment, I would say that West is more a gure of curviness than that of speech, celebrating 
her own physicality. When Tira/West says “Suckers,” after showing o the beauty of her curves, she may 
be addressing her remark not only to the men going crazy for her body, but also to the culture that makes 
women crazy about their weight and gure.
　　Notes
（１）　All the fan magazines are accessed through the website Media History Digital Archive 〈http://mediahistoryproject.org〉, 
and downloaded as PDF les on August 12, 2014 by the author.
（２）　For the letters from fan magazine readers, as the authors’ names may be pseudonyms, I disregard MLA’s rule to list the 
author’s last name rst, e. g. I list Anita Cahoon instead of Cahoon, Anita in the Works Cited page.
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